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For singular integro-differential equations including time-dependent 
transport equations with spherical symmetry, we shall consider solutions 
that assume arbitrary, prescribed initial data and satisfy boundary conditions 
appropriate to a bare reactor. Our primary aim is to justify a certain mode 
of calculation of these solutions. While the existence of the solutions follows 
from the proof of convergence of the calculation scheme, pure existence is 
demonstrable with greater ease by an iterative method, such as was used 
in [4]. Uniqueness and other properties of the solutions have already been 
treated in [3], to which we shall sometimes refer below. 
This paper is parallel in some respects to a previous treatment of multi- 
dimensional generalized transport equations [4], differing from it mainly 
because of the singularity that occurs in radial equations. Certain features 
of the difference scheme imitate those in a method of Keller and Wendroff [a. 
Recent developments in analytical and numerical methods for transport 
equations are reviewed by Bell, Carlson, and Lathrop [I]. 
1. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM; NOTATION 
Let X denote a fixed positive constant. For 0 < x < X, 1 y ] < 1, t > 0, 
we shall ask for solutions u(x, y, t) of an integro-differential equation of the 
form 
1 -y2 
Ut + yu, + - x %I + C(%Y, t) u = &,Y, 9 + ~~(X,Y, q, (1.1) 
* The work for this report was performed at the Naval Ordnance Laboratory and 
published as NOLTR 66-130, 21 June 1966. 
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where 
WX,Y, t) = J’ K(%Y, GY’) f&y’, q dy’. 
-1 
These solutions will be required to satisfy initial conditions of the form 
and the boundary condition 
4-T y, t) = 0 when -l<y<O, t>o. 
We shall restrict our considerations to a fixed parallelepiped 
(1.3) 
&:O <x<x, IrIG O<t<T, 
with arbitrary positive T, on which c and g are assumed to be defined and u 
is desired. K is assumed to be given on a corresponding four-dimensional 
parallelepiped 
&:O<x<X, IYI \(I, O<t<T, IY’I < 1, 
and Q on the two-dimensional base 
s, : 0 < x < x, IYI < 1, 
of ST. 
We shall generally make at least the following assumptions: 
(i) c is bounded and measurable in ST. 
(ii) g is bounded and measurable in ST. 
(iii) (a) K is integrable over 27;. ,
(b) K 2 0, 
(c) For each point (x, y, t) of ST, K(x, y, t, y’) is integrable with 
respect to y’, and 
s 1 K(x, Y, t, Y') dy' < 4, ,-1 
where k, is a constant independent of x,y, t. 
(iv) + is bounded and measurable over SO . 
Under almost these assumptions, we shall see that the problem stated 
has a “weak” solution in the following sense: 
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DEFINITION. A bounded, measurable function u(x, y, t) is a weak solution 
of (1.1) (1.2), (1.3) if 
jJ[+t+Y%+(+ ) 
Y 
) 
t>o 
+fl(-cu +g + su,/ dxdydt 
for any continuous, piecewise-differentiable function V(X, y, t) with support 
in the region 
O<t<T-8, 
s<x<x---6, when y t 0, 
s<x<x, when y < 0, 
IYI dl, 
6 being an arbitrary positive number less than min(X, T). 
We shall also see that a weak solution may exist when c and g are not 
bounded. 
Under Conditions (i)-(iv), a weak solution is unique (see Theorem 4.1 
and its corollary in [3]), and we know a priori (see [3], Section 6) that a 
weak solution is smooth under appropriate conditions on c, g, K, 9. Hence, 
to produce a weak solution, rather crude processes are acceptable that may 
give by themselves little or no information concerning the smoothness of 
the result. Our calculation process is of this type. It demands that any 
given problem, first of all, be approximated by a problem of special type. 
This is discussed in Section 2. Problems of the special type are then solved 
by finite-difference schemes, which are described in Sections 3 and 4 and, 
in Section 5, are proved to converge. The estimates underlying the proof 
of convergence are developed in Sections 6, 7, and 8. 
2. PROBLEMS WITH TRUNCATION 
We describe g as “truncated” if, for a positive constant W, 
Ax, y, t) = 0 for Iy] <w. 
We call K truncated if 
qx, y, t, Y’) = 0 for lyl<w. 
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Only when g and K are truncated have we been able to justify our finite- 
difference scheme. As we shall show later in this section the solutions of a 
wide class of problems without truncation are the limits of solutions of 
appropriate problems with truncated g and K. 
For a point set A, let V+(A) denote the class of functions w, defined and 
finite almost everywhere (a.e.) on A, each of which is the limit of a monoto- 
nically increasing sequence of bounded, Lipschitz-continuous functions in A. 
Let V+-(A) denote the class of functions l3’ on A, each of which is finite 
almost everywhere and is the limit of a monotonically decreasing sequence 
of functions belonging to V+(A). Any bounded, measurable function A 
is equal a.e. to a member of V+-(A) (th’ is is easily seen from Graves [5], 
p. 217). 
We shall be able to approximate the solutions of problems that satisfy 
the following assumptions, in addition to (iii): 
(i)+ c > cs (cO = constant), -c E V+(S,). 
(Z) g = g, -g, , where gi 3 0, gi E V+(Sr), i = 1,2. 
(iii)+ K E V+(t;). 
(?r) 4 = & - &, where +i > 0, q$ E V+(Ss), i = 1,2. 
To be able to approximate the solution u of a problem in which these assump- 
tions are satisfied, it suffices to be able to approximate the solutions u1 of the 
two related problems in which gi and di , i = 1, 2, take the places of g and 4, 
respectively. This follows from the superposition principle, since u = ur - ua . 
Therefore, we do not lose generality in specializing assumptions (ii) and (iv) 
to the following: 
(ii)+ g 2 0, g E ~+(&-); 
w+ + 3 0, 4 E ~+(&J. 
In addition, since c > c,, , by making the change of variable v = u ecot, 
we are led to an equation for which the normalized condition, 
b)N c 2 0, 
holds. It follows from (ii)+ and (iii)+ that 
(Trunc) g and K are the limits of monotonically increasing 
sequences of bounded, Lipschitz-continuous, nonnegative, truncated 
functions, respectively. 
In fact, g and K are limits of certain monotonically increasing sequences, 
respectively, whose members can be assumed to be nonnegative. Then those 
members can be truncated in such a way as to preserve nonnegativity, 
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Lipschitz continuity, monotonicity, and convergence to the stipulated limits. 
A feasible method of truncation will be given below. 
Let us describe a problem as truncated and regular if the functions 
c, g, 4, K entering into this problem are nonnegative, bounded, and 
Lipschitz-continuous and if, in addition, g and K are truncated. To any 
problem satisfying the hypotheses 
(9, , @)N ) (ii)+ , (iii), (iii)+ , (iv)+ , (2-l) 
[with condition (Trunc) also holding because of (ii)+ and (iii)+] corresponds 
a sequence of truncated, regular problems, the functions of which tend 
monotonically to the corresponding functions c, g, K, 4, originally prescribed. 
We shall see that the solutions ulc, K = 1, 2,..., of the truncated, regular 
problems are Lipschitz-continuous and uniformly bounded, and increase 
monotonically with K. It will follow that u = lim,,, uk exists, that u E V+(Sr), 
and by going to the limit under the sign of integration that u is a weak 
solution of the original problem. Thus, we will have this result: 
THEOREM 2.1. The weak solution u of a problem satisfying conditions 
(i), , (i)N , (G), (iii), (iii)+ , (2) can be represented as 
u = /il& (Wk - w,), 
where vk and wlc are the solutions of appropriate truncated regular problems. 
A similar result can be based upon the minimal assumptions of Section 1, 
in addition to 
(iii)+- K E V+-(&)a 
THEOREM 2.2. The weak solution u of a problem satisfying conditions 
(i), (i)N , (ii), (iii), (iii)+-, (iv) can be represented as the limit a.e. in ST of a 
sequence of differences 
V k - wk Y k = 1, 2,..., 
where vk and wle are solutions of truncated, regular problems. 
Proof. Since -c is bounded and measurable, -c is equal almost 
everywhere to a function we shall again denote by -c belonging to V+-(Sr). 
Since g is bounded and measurable, we have 
i! = 81 - g2 a.e., 
where gi > 0, and gi is bounded and measurable, i = 1, 2. Each gi is 
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equivalent to a function, which we again shall denote by gt , belonging to 
V+-(Sr). Similarly, 
4 =A -429 
where & > 0 and we may assume that #i E V+-(S,), i = 1,2. If ui denotes 
the weak solution of the problem, with gi and & in place of g and 4, respec- 
tively, then II = u1 - ua is a weak solution of the original problem. Thus, 
Theorem 2.2 will follow from the special case in which the following 
assumptions hold in addition to (i)N , (iii), and (iii),-: 
w+- -c is bounded and belongs to V+-(S,); 
(ii)+- g is bounded, g 3 0, and g E V+-(ST); 
(iv)+- 4 is bounded, + 3 0, and 4 E V+-(S,,). 
Proving the following lemma thus completes the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
LEMMA. The weak solution u of a problem satisfying conditions (i)N, 
(i)+- , (ii)+- , (iii), (iii)+- , (iv)+- can be represented as the limit almost 
everywhere in ST of solutions 
uk , k = 1, 2,..., 
of truncated, regular problems. 
Proof. By hypothesis, sequences of functions 
-ck E v+(s,), gk E v+b%‘), Kk E v+(zT), #‘k E v+(sO) 
exist such that 
ck 3 0, gk > 0, Kk 3 0, Ck a0 
and 
-ck \ -c, gk h g, Kk h K #kb 4 as k+co. 
We have seen in the proof of Theorem 2.1 that the problem that results 
from attaching the subscript k to each of the quantities c, g, K, 4 has a 
solution lJk belonging to V+(S,) and obtainable as 
where U,, for p = 1,2,... is the solution of a truncated, regular problem. 
The U, are uniformly bounded ([J], Th eorem 4.1) and decrease monotonically 
as k -+ co ([J], Theorem 5.3). Hence, the U, converge on S, to a limit II: 
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which, by Lebesgue’s Theorem, is a weak solution. Since pointwise con- 
vergence on a compact set implies convergence in measure, we thus have, 
in particular, 
f4 = limit in measure of U, as K-+oo 
and 
U, = limit in measure of U,, , as p-co, 
from which we conclude that a sequence of indices p, , k = 1,2,..., exists 
such that 
u = limit in measure of UkP,, as k-+co. 
Since a sequence converging in measure has a subsequence that converges 
a.e., an infinite sequence (k’) of the integers exists such that 
Now if u1 denotes the solution U,r,,k, with smallest k’, us that with second 
smallest k’, etc., then u1 , us ,..., are solutions of truncated regular problems 
having u as limit almost everywhere, as required. 
An adequate truncation procedure has been described in [4], Section 10. 
It is based on a monotonic, infinitely differentiable function @ such that 
Q(s) = 0 for O<s<$ 
=l for s>,l. 
Multiplying any function by @(2 1 y lllm) for any m = 1,2,..., truncates the 
function with respect to y. So truncating, with appropriate variation of m, 
the members of any monotonic sequence of bounded, Lipschitz-continuous, 
nonnegative functions preserves monotonicity, boundedness, Lipschitz 
continuity, and nonnegativity. Thus, the truncations required can be 
achieved by these means. 
With Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 as justification, the remainder of the paper 
will deal with truncated, regular problems. 
3. FINITE-DIFFERENCE NOTATION: SOME REMARKS 
Let I and J be any positive integers and 
h = X/I, h’ = l/J. 
Let k > 0, and set 
0 = k/h, 8’ = k/h’. 
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Let Sh*h’*k denote the set of “lattice points” 
(32, jk’, nk), i = 0, 1 ,a.., I, j = 0, &I ,...) &/; K = 0, I),.. . 
Our aim will be to approximate the solution of a truncated, regular problem 
by functions, which we denote by uheh’sk(x, y t), defined on Shsh’sk. The 
forward t-differences and backward X- and y-differences of u~*~‘*“(x, y, t) we 
denote byph*h’sk(x, y, t), CJ~*~‘*~(X, y, t), and rh*h’*k(~, y, t), respectively. When 
h, h’, and K are tied, for brevity we set 
24; = uh~h’~k(ik, jk’ nk) 
with similar denotations for the first differences of this function. Thus, 
pyj = (u;+l - Q/k for n>O, O<;<l, lj]<J, 
!I$ = (u; - q.q,jM for n>O, 1 GiGI, ljI<J, 
r; = (24; - u~jJh’ for n>O, O<i<I, l-J<j</. 
We shall also write 
and 
cyj = c(ik, jk’, nk), g: = g(ik, jk’, nk), 
bij = (1 - j2V2)/(i + 1) h. 
We approximate the kernel by averages: 
KG~, = (kh’%-l spy,, K(x, Y, t, Y’) 4’ dx dt 4, 
the domain of integration being the parallelepiped 
/ 
hi < x < k(i + 1) 
PFjj, : h’j<y<h’(j+l) 
h’j’ < y’ < h’( j’ + 1) ’ 
nk < t < k(n + 1) 
By assumption (iii), 
KG~, > 0 
[this inequality is used only in the truncation (Section 2), however, and is 
not necessary for the finite-difference scheme to converge)] and 
/z’LY~,K;~, < k, . (3-l) 
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If, as we shall later assume, 
s l l~(~,y,~,y’)--(~‘,y,~,Y’)l~Y’~~ll~--’I -1 
for 0 < x, x’ < X, 1 y 1 < 1, 0 < t < T, k, being a constant, then also 
h’Zi, 1 K&, - Ki”_l,,,i, / < hk, . (3.2) 
Similar inequalities apply to the n-differences and j-differences of Kzjf . 
In our finite-difference scheme (Section 4), we shall assume that 
K(x, y, t, y’) is continuous at almost every point of Z, . The step function 
defined as 
Kh,h’yk(~,y, t, y’) = Kyjj, in Pyjj, 
under this assumption tends to K(x, y, t, y’) at each of its points of continuity 
in Zr, as h, h’, k -+ 0. Hence, 
lim Khvh’vk = K a.e. in Zr . 
h,h’,k*O 
This suggests that we attempt to approximate the integral in Eq. (1.1) by 
sums (essentially Riemann sums) of the form 
The attempt succeeds, for instance, when the step functions defined by 
i 
hn 9 t < h(n + l), 
Zw’JyX, y, t) = UTj for hi < x < h(i + l), 
h’j<y<h’(j+l) 
are uniformly bounded and tend to a limit U(X, y, t) at almost all points 
(x, y, t) of S, as h, h’, k --f 0, the approach of each parameter to zero being 
through suitable values. To be more specific, let h, , h,‘, k, , m = 1,2,..., 
be sequences of values of h, h’, k, respectively, such that the functions 
as stipulated, are uniformly bounded and tend to u almost everywhere in S, , 
as m + co. In terms of 
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the Riemann sums considered can be written as 
The existence of the limit of these Riemann sums need be proved only in 
a weak sense. Let w denote a continuous function on ST. We shall need to 
know only that, under the hypotheses explained, for any such w we have 
I,, w dx dy dt s (K,,p, - Ku) dy’ --f 0, (3.3) 
as m -+ co. To see this, we write the integrand for the inner integral as 
K&n - 4 + u,(fL - K) 
and express the entire integral expression as the sum of two expressions, 
the first Jlln corresponding to the first summand above and the second Jzm 
corresponding to the second summand. The fact that Jlna and Jzm tend to 
zero as m -+ 03 follows from the convergence of II, and K,,, , the boundedness 
of u, , inequality (3.1), and the uniform absolute continuity of the integrals 
s K, dV, where dV denotes the volume element dy’ dx dt dy in Z;. . To be 
assured of the last property, let 6 be any positive number and E a measurable 
set in Sr of Lebesgue measure less than 6. Denoting Lebesgue measure 
by p, we thus have 
Re-index the parallelepipeds Pyjj, that intersect E as 
Then 
P LX9 a = l,..., a, . 
E = u” P(EP& 
Or=1 
and from the definition of K,,, as a step function, 
j” K,dV = c” p(EP,) j- K dV. 
E .X=1 P 01 
We thus have, in particular, 
j- K,,, dV < p(E) $ K dV < 6k$XT: 
E .+ 
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hence, the integrals s K, dV are absolutely continuous uniformly with 
respect to m, as asserted. This was the last property needed to justify our 
conclusion that Jlln and Jznz tend to zero as m -+ co and thus to justify (3.3). 
4. STATEMENT OF DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS: 
THEIR RECURSIVE CHARACTER 
The difference equations set up below will be justified only for truncated 
problems satisfying hypotheses we shall now specify fully: 
(91 c and g are Lipschitz-continuous on ST with uniform Lipschitz 
constants we shall denote by ci and g, , respectively. Furthermore, constants 
cs and g, exist such that 1 c 1 < c,, and 1 g 1 < g, . 
(iii), (a) K is continuous almost everywhere in &. 
(b) For each point (x, y, L) of ST, K(x, y, t, y’) is integrable with 
respect to y’, and 
i l IK(~,Y,~,Y’)I~‘~~,,, -1 
where k, is a constant. 
(c) A constant k, exists such that, if DK(x, y, t, y’) symbolizes a 
difference quotient of K(x, y, t, y’) with respect to any of the three arguments 
x, y, 4 e.g., 
K(x, Y, t + 4 Y’) - K(x, Y, t, Y’> 
At 9 
then 
I l I DK(x, Y, t, Y’> I 4 G k, . -1 
(iv)i 4 is Lipschitz-continuous on S, with a uniform Lipschitz constant 
wedenoteby~,,whilefor~y/<l,~y+Ayl<l, 
In addition, 
I WY + AY) -4(x, r)l f 41 x I AY I. 
w, Y) = w, - 11, 
d(-x Y) = 0 for y < 0, 
and a constant +,, exists such that I+ 1 < &, . 
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(Tr) For a positive constant w, 
g(x, y, t> = 0 for lyl <w. 
IqX,Y, 4Y’) = 0 for 1yJ <w. 
Our difference scheme follows. We prescribe as initial conditions 
uyj = +(a, jk’), O<i<I, Iii d J, (4.1) 
and as principal boundary condition 
24”. = 0 I3 for -J<j<O, n>O. (4.2) 
We also impose a second boundary condition, namely, 
"ij = 't,-J for 1 < j < J, n t 0. (4.3) 
Both boundary conditions are satisfied automatically for rz = 0 because of 
(4.1) and (iv)r . 0 ur d ff i erence approximations of (1 .l) depend on the sign 
of j. Therefore, we formulate them in two statements as 
u;;l - u; + 8jk’(u; - u&J + O’bJu;+i+l - uz&) + kc$uG = kg: + KS: 
for 1 < i < I, 1 < j < J, n > 0. (4*4)+ 
Since bi,-J = 0, we shall understand Eq. (4.4) to omit the term 
for the value j = -J. 
The idea of taking the singular terms (those containing bij) at the (n + f)st 
instead of the nth time step was adapted from Keller and Wendroff [6J 
Equations (4.1)-(4.4) d fi e ne a recursive scheme. This is perhaps more 
apparent after conditions (4.4) h ave been put into the equivalent forms: 
(1 + 6’b,J $7 = (1 + 0jJr’ - k$) uz - 8jk’uF+“,,,j 
+ B’b,,u;,& + kg; + KS; 
for O<;<I--1, -J=$j<O, n>O, (4.5)- 
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for 1 < i < 1, 1 < j < 1, n > 0. (4.5) + 
[In (4.5)) , the term B’b,,z@r is omitted when j = -1.1 Since Eqs. (4.5) 
are obviously recursive for j = -J, we can solve for ~2,~~ for 0 < i < I - 1. 
Then we can obtain z& one by one for 1 - J < j < 0 and all i from 
Eqs. (4.5). and Conditions (4.1) and (4.2). For 1 < j < J and all i we can 
obtain z& from Eqs. (4.5)+ and Conditions (4.1) and (4.3). Once all u$ for 
any fixed index n and for all i and j have been determined, we can then 
get us+’ for all i and j by a similar procedure. This shows that Eqs. (4.1)-(4.4) 
define a recursive scheme, as asserted. 
5. PROOF THAT DIFFERENCE SCHEME CONVERGES 
Under the hypotheses of Section 4, we shall now show that the difference 
scheme of that section converges as h + co, giving a weak solution, provided 
these conditions are fulfilled: 
k/h = 0 = const, (5.1) 
20 +kc, < 1, (5.2) 
h’ log h --+ 0 as h-+0. (5.3) 
Our proof depends upon the facts that, under stated hypotheses, ~~3~‘s~ is 
bounded in ST and, for any constant 6 such that 0 < 6 < X, satisfies a 
Lipschitz condition in the region 
s<x<x 
ST,6: iri<l-s 
1 O<t<T 
with the same bound and the same Lipschitz constant for all possible values 
of h, h’, k fulfilling Conditions (5.1) and (5.2). A suitable bound is given 
below in Section 6 and Lipschitz constants with respect to t, x, and y in 
Sections 6-8. Because of these properties of boundedness and Lipschitz 
continuity, the functions uhsh’.k are equibounded and equicontinuous in any 
ST,8. Hence, from any infinite set of mesh widths h, h’, k containing 
arbitrarily small values of h and satisfying (5.1) and (5.2), sequences 
h, , h; > k,,, > m = 1, 2,..., 
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can be selected such that the solutions 
u, = uh,,,&,,,‘.k,,, 
converge continuously (see Pucci [7]) to a function u that, is Lipschitz- 
continuous in every Sr,s . By continuity, u satisfies Conditions (1.2) and (1.3), 
and we shall see that u is a weak solution of the problem. A weak solution 
being unique ([3], Theorem 4.1 and its corollary), it will then be clear that 
uh*n’.k-not merely a special sequence of these functions-converges 
continuously to u as h + 0. 
To show that u must be a weak solution of (1. l), (1.2), (1.3), let v denote 
a function of class C’ in ST such that 
t>,T--8 
v(x, y, t) = 0 for o<x<s 
x-s<x<x, y30 
Let (h, h’, K) denote any member of the sequence (h, , h,‘, k,J, m = 1, 2 ,..., 
such that 0 < h < 6, and denote the values of v on Shsh’ek by 
qj = v(ih, jh’, A). 
From (4.4)- we have 
+ (1 - jW) z&T’ - z& 
(i + I)h ( h’ 
) +c;ju; -g; -SE/ =o, 
(5.4) 
and from (4.4)+ we have 
+ (1 - jW) u;+1 - u;*;:r 
(i + I)h ( h’ 
) + c;u;, -g; - STj/ = 0. (5.4)+ 
The boundary conditions imposed upon uz and v; imply that 
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are zero. Hence, eliminating u-differences from (5.4)- and (5.4)+ by summa- 
tions by parts and adding the results we obtain 
-hh’ 7 i \V:jUTj - kV~j(C~jU~j - gyj - Sfj)I 
.$=I j=-J 
N-11-1 
-hh’k C 2 
asO is1 & ,E, 
$[‘([l - ( j + 1)W2] z)F,~+~ - (1 - j2h’2) v$/h 
N-l Z-1 
-hk ,c, gl (; ; l)h h’(2 - h') V;,,-,U;,-k> = 0, (5.5) 
the expression h’(2 - h’) in the final summation originating from 
(1 - (J - 1)” h’z), since Jh’ = 1. 
The last summation on the left side of (5.5) tends to zero with h. In fact, 
since uyj and WE are bounded, kN = T, and 0 < 2 - h’ < 2, this sum is 
less in absolute value than an appropriate constant times 
which is less than h’ log I. However, 
h’log1 = h’logX- h’logh 
-+ 0, 
as h and h’ tend to zero while satisfying Condition (5.3). Hence, the last 
summation on the left side of (5.5) tends to zero with h, as asserted. Each of 
the other summations tends, by continuous convergence and (3.3) (Corollary 
to Theorem 6.3 in [2]), to a certain definite integral as m + co, and the 
result is (1.4).. This means that u is a weak solution, as contended. Since, 
in addition, u is Lipschitz-continuous in Sr,a for 0 < 6 < X, we conclude 
that u has derivatives with respect to x, y, and t, and actually satisfies 
Eq. (l.l), almost everywhere in ST (see Theorem 3.2 in [3]). 
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6. BOUNDS FOR THE SOLUTION OF THE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS AND 
FOR ITS L-DIFFERENCE QUOTIENTS 
In this section, under the hypotheses of Section 4 and the condition 
1 - e - Rc, 3 0, (6.1) 
we shall first prove that 
1 ZP’JqX, y, t)l < M(t), (6.2) 
where 
M(t) = f$oe(co+ko)* + * (e(co+ko)t - 1). 
0 
Under the same assumptions, we shall then obtain a Lipschitz condition 
with respect to t of the form 
IP h*h’*k(x, Y, ql G Ml(T) for 0 < t < T, (6.3) 
where Ml depends only upon T and the constants in the hypotheses of 
Section 4. 
For 0 < nli < T, set 
M,, = max 1 uFj 1, 
the maximum being taken for 0 < i < 1, ( j ) ,< J. The coefficient of uz in 
the right member of (4.5) is positive by assumption (6.1); the coefficient 
of 4+1,j in the same expression also is positive. Since the conditions Q: 3 0, 
/3 > 0, and 1 u / ,< M, 1 v / < M imply that ) OIU + Bv I < (a + B) M, and 
since, furthermore, 
I S; I d koMn > 
we have from (4.5)- 
(1 + Blb,J I z&t1 I < (1 + k(c,, + k,)) M,, + ‘%M,+, + kg, (6.4) 
for 0 < i < I - 1, -J ,< j < 0, n > 0. We shall see that (6.4) actually 
holds for all possible values of the indices. The cases i = 1, -_I < j < 0, 
n 2 0 follow from (4.2). The cases i = 0, 1 < j < J, n > 0 follow when 
we recall (4.3) and note 
I u;;‘-: I d (1 + Yc,, + 4,)) M, + kg, 9 
which is a special case of (6.4). In fact, we have 
I .;F I = I u;;‘-: I G (1 + k(co + k,)) M, + kg,, 
(6.4)- 
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(6.4) following trivially for the indicated values of j. The cases 1 < i < I, 
1 < j < J, n 2 0 result from (4.5)+ as the first cases did from (4.5)-. 
Hence, (6.4) holds for all possible values of i, j, n, as asserted. 
Find values of i and j such that 1 ~y~+r 1 = A!&+, , and choose these values 
in (6.4). Substituting and making an obvious cancellation then gives us 
M n+l d (1 + &co + ko)) Mti + ko for n > 0. 
By induction, we then have 
Mn < (1 + k(co + ko))“Mo +& [U + k(co + koY - 11, 
0 
and inequality (6.2) results when we set nk = t. 
To justify (6.3), we shall consider boundary values, initial values, and 
difference equations pertaining to the t-difference quotients p$ of the U: . 
From (4.2), we have 
p; = 0 for -J <j < 0, n > 0, (6.5) 
and, from (4.3), 
P& = Pi& for 1 < j < J, n > 0. (6.6) 
The initial values p$ are to be found from the z& , which are given by (4.1), 
and the z& , which must be calculated. It will be enough here to know that 
the & are bounded and, thus, to justify the following estimate: 
IP&I ~2~,+(co+ko)+o+go for 1 j 1 < J, 0 < i < I. (6.7) 
To do so, we first rewrite Eqs. (4.4)- with n = 0 as 
p$ + jh’qf+,,j + B’b,J pjj - pf,& + b& + cf& - gfj - St = 0, 
O<i<l-1, -]<j<O. 
From this we easily see that the quantities 
Bij = pfj + e’b,( P$ - P~+J (6.8) 
are bounded for 0 < i < I - 1, -J < j < 0. [We interpret Bi,4 as 
py,-, , in accordance with our convention respecting Eq. (4.4)- .] In fact, 
for these values of the indices, applying hypotheses (i)l to (iv)r of Section 4, 
we have 
I Bij I < I i I h’ I #+l,j I + bij I ryj I + (co + k,) A, + go 
~d~~l~l~+~-~~~‘~2~+~~o+~o~~o+~o 
d c, 
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where 
c = 24, + (co + ho) 40 + go ’ 
From these estimates, we can now prove that 
I pyj I G c (6.9) 
for 0 < i < I - 1, -J < j < 0. For this purpose, we rewrite (6.8) as 
Pfj = sijBij + (1 - sii) pf+, , (6.10) 
where 
sij = (1 + B’z+‘; 
note that 0 < sii < 1. Since s~,-~ = 1, the foregoing estimates show, in 
particular, that 
I P,“,-J I = I Bi,-, I G ~2’. 
If we assume for induction that for some j with -J < j < 0 we have 
then we can conclude from (6.10) that 
1 p:j 1 < SijC + (1 - Xii) C = C. 
It follows that (6.9) is true for 0 < i < I - 1, -J ,< j < 0, as asserted. 
We shall now justify (6.9) f or all other possible values of i and j. For i = 1, 
-J < j < 0, condition (6.9) follows trivially from (6.5). For i = 0, 
1 < j < J, since 
by (6.6) and a previous result, condition (6.9) again is justified. Finally 
consider the cases 1 < i < 1, 1 < j < J. Arguing from Eqs. (4.4)+ as we 
did above from (4.4)- , we can easily deduce that 
in these cases. Equation (6.10) continues to hold, while 
from previous results. Mathematical induction with respect to j now will 
enable us to show that, for each i = 1, 2,..., 1, condition (6.9) is true for 
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j = 1, 2 )...) J. I n sum, condition (6.9) is seen to be justified in all cases, 
condition (6.7) being identical to it. 
The next step in estimating p; is to form difference equations for these 
quantities by taking t-differences in Eqs. (4.4). The difference equations 
that result are of the same form as (4.4) with the same coefficient and kernel, 
but with a new inhomogeneous part involving &differences of the original 
coefficient and kernel and involving the solution of the original problem. 
This original solution is estimated by (6.2) and the other quantities by 
constants stated in the hypotheses (Section 4). In view of (6.5)-(6.7), pz may 
now be estimated by the same means as was uyj and thus shown to be bounded 
on ST for any T > 0, as contended. We shall not carry out the details. 
7. ASSUMPTION OF BOUNDARY DATA 
General estimates for the x-difference quotients of zP’*~(x, y, t) depend 
upon boundary estimates of these quantities, which because of the zero 
boundary condition, follow from bounds for zP’*~(zc, y, t) itself at lattice 
points close to the boundary. Such bounds can be expected only in truncated 
problems. 
The first result is independent of truncation and states that, under the 
hypotheses of Section 4 and condition (6.1), 
where 
lu h*h’+, y, t)l < eCoT m=(& , b/l y 1)(X - 4 
for -l<y<O, O<xdX, O<t<T, 
b = g, + k,M(T). 
(7-l) 
The second result states that, if 
m y, 4 Y’) = g(x, y, t) = 0 for lyl <w, 
w being a constant, and if the previous assumptions continue to hold, then 
1 Zw’Jyx, y, t)l f eCoT max(+, , b/w)(X - ZC) 
for -l<y<O, O<x<X, O<t\(T. (7.2) 
It will be assumed for convenience that h’ divides w and that k divides T. 
To prove these results, we first change variables in (4.4). , making the 
substitution 
u;j = (1 + c,k)” U; . 
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After some manipulation, we thereby obtain 
(1 + c,k)( 1 + B’bij) u;+1 = (1 - kc; + Bjh’) u; - ejh’u;+l,j 
+ fl(l + c,k) Z+I;;:, + K(1 + c,K)-“g; + K(1 + cJz)-5s; 
for O<i,CZ-1, -J \<j < 0, n > 0. (7.3) 
To make estimations, we define 
From (7.3) we then have 
(1 + c&)(1 + 0’bJ 1 u;+1 / < (1 + ejh’ + kc,) v$uij - ejh’v,+r, j 
+ e’fl + co4 bijvt,j-l + kb 
for O<i<Z-1, -J -=c j < 0, 0 < nk < T - k, (7.4) 
since 
From the special convention applying to the value j = -J in Eqs. (4.4)- , 
we have also 
(1 + c,k) I q,t> I < (1 - 8 + kc,) vi,-, + evi+l,-J + kb 
for O<i<Z-1, O<nk<T-k. (7.4)’ 
Consider any fixed i and j with 0 < i 6 Z - 1 and -1 < j < 0. Either 
an index m exists such that -J < m < j and 
vi9 = I Go, I, (7.5)ll 
in which case 
vii < Cl(Z - i> k (7.5) 
or we have the contrary case. In the contrary case, indices n and j’ exist 
such that 0 < (n + 1) K < T, -J < j’ < j, and 
vij = j up 1. (7.6) 
If j’ = -J, we deduce from (7.4)’ that 
(1 + c,k) vij = (1 + c,K) I U:jtl, I < (1 + kc0 - 0) v+, + t$+r,-, + kb. 
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This inequality is preserved if we replace vi,-J and vi+l,-J by vii and 
v)i+1,9 , respectively. Then making cancellations and rearranging, we have 
vij < vi+1,i + hb (7.7)’ 
(recall 0 = k/h). If (7.6) h o Id s withj’ > -1, however, we get from (7.4) that 
(1 + c,k)(l + 8’b,J vij = (1 + c&)(1 + B’&) / U;?’ 1 
< (1 + ej’h’ + kc,) vii’ - Oj’h’~l~+~,~, + f3’(1 + q,k) bijwi,i~-l + kb. 
In this, we can replace vijf by vij, Vi+r,j’ by vi+l,j, and vi,j’-1 by ~ij and 
then make appropriate cancellations and rearrangements to find that 
Vij < vi+l,j’ + 
hb 
Ii’ 
Since j’ < j < 0, we thus have, finally, 
a relation that includes (7.7)’ and thus is valid whenever condition (7..5), 
fails. If, with some j, condition (7.7) holds for all i such that i’ < i < i” 
we have by addition 
(7.8) 
In this inequality, replace i’ by i, and let i” be the greatest index such that 
i < i” < I for which the inequality remains good. If i” = I, we deduce 
v,, < W - i)h 
23 ’ lj I h’ ’ 
since vlj = 0. If i” < I, condition (7.5) applies, showing that 
viej < &(I - i”) h 
and thus, in view of (7.8), that 
vij < &(I - i”)h + 
b(i” - i)h 
ljlh’ + 
(7.9a) 
(7.9b) 
Since either (7.9a) or (7.9b) is the case, we have 
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where 
L(C) = &(I - i”)h + y’;Th’lJh . 
A linear function of one variable takes its maximum for a given interval 
at one of the end points of the interval. Hence, 
L(C) < max ( &(I - i)h, 
b(1 - i)h 
ljlh’ 1 
for i < i” < I, 
and, therefore, 
vii < max ( 54 , &) (I- i)h. 
This and the estimation 
imply (7.1). 
To prove inequality (7.2), we need consider only the values of y for 
which --w < y < 0, the inequality already following from (7.1) whenever 
-1 < y ,< --w. The estimations will be made in terms of the following 
quantities: 
Vi = ecoT max ($r , b/w)(l - i)h, 
Vi9 = max (Vi, , Vi). 
Since g; = 0 and SG = 0 when --w < jh’ < 0, we immediately have 
from (7.3) the estimate 
(1 + cOk)(l + fI%,$ I U$+l I d (1 + kc0 + ejk’) pi’i, - W’ ri+l,i 
+ e’(l + c&l b,V,.i-1 
for -w<jh’<o, o<i<I--1, O<nk<T-k. (7.10) 
An analysis like that of (7.4) shows that either an index m exists such that 
--w < mh’ < jh’ and Vfi = ) U&, 1, in which case we have 
(7.1 la) 
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or else values n and j’ exist such that --w < j’h’ < jh’, 0 < (n + 1) k < T, 
and ri’ij = j i$? I. In the latter case, we readily deduce from (7.10) that 
If Pij on the left of this inequality is replaced by Vi , the result is also correct. 
Hence, we can in fact replace pi;.j by Vij and thus arrive at 
(1 + cok) e71ij,vij < ej’h’vij - ej’h’v~+l,j, + e’(1 + c&z) b,jfV,,$-, . 
Now replacing pi+,,j, by pi+l,j and Vi,j,-l by Vij , and then making a 
cancellation, we obtain 
vij < c+1,j . (7.1 lb) 
Either (7.11a) or (7.11b) must hold for 0 f i < I - 1, --w < jh’ < 0, 
while I’,,. = 0 = V, for --w < jh’ < 0. We shall show that, in consequence, 
7% < vi, for 0 < i < 1, --w < $2’ < 0. (7.12) 
As we have already noted, inequalities (7.12) hold for i = I. Then let lz 
denote the least integer such that 0 < K < I and 
Vij < Vi for k < i < 1, --w < $2’ < 0. 
If K > 0, an index j, exists such that --w <&h’ < 0 and 
c+l,i, > V&l * (7.13) 
This excludes (7.11a) for i = k - 1, and we thus have by (7.11b) 
vk-l.j, f vJci, * 
By the definition of k, we have 
hki, < vlc , 
while 
v, < v,, . 
Hence 
a statement contradicting (7.13). It follows that k = 0 and thus that (7.12) 
is correct, as asserted. This justifies (7.2) for --w < y < 0 and thus for 
-1 <y<o. 
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8. BOUNDS FOR x- AND Y-DIFFERENCES OF SOLUTIONS OF 
DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS 
Our convergence proof for truncated problems (Section 5) required 
knowledge of a suitable bound for u~*~‘,~(x, y, t) and of Lipschitz conditions 
with respect to x, y, and t holding uniformly in the region 
s T,S:s\<X<X, lyI\(l-8, o<t,(T, 
where 6 is any positive number less than X. A bound and a Lipschitz 
condition with respect to t were given in Section 6 under the restriction 
8 + kc, < 1. 
Here, we shall deduce Lipschitz conditions with respect to x and y under 
the stronger requirement: 
20 $-kc, < 1. (8.1) 
These Lipschitz conditions are 
and 
x 1 qh*h’*k(X,y, t)j < c (8.2) 
(1 - y2)/ rh.h’*R(x, y, t>l < c, (8.3) 
where C is a suitable constant independent of h, h’, k, x, y, t. (While these 
conditions suffice for the proof of convergence, considerably stronger 
inequalities apply to the eventual actual solution, see [3].) 
We shall first justify (8.2). Subtracting equations of (4.4)) for consecutive 
values of i and dividing by h, we obtain 
qij n+1 - q; + 8jkyq;+l,i - q$ + e’[b&yuy;“j+l - u$y 
= kh-l(g; -g;m”-l,j) + kk-‘k’Zj,(K~j, - KLl,jj,) u&, + kh’.F+ K$,qFj, 
(8.4)- 
for 
l,Ci,CI-I, -J<j<O, n > 0. 
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Substituting bii = (1 - j%‘a)/(i + 1) h in the terms involving 8 above and 
rewriting, gives for these terms the expression 
Condition (4.4)- states, however, that 
Hence, 
bi-l,jr:?j$ = -P& -.ih’q; - ~in_~,p~~~,~ +LJ;-~,~ + Sp& 
and, by substitution, the previous expression containing t?’ reduces to 
8’b,,(qFF - qT,$A1) + f$ e A?. q; + - i+1 W’ (8.5)- 
where 
is a bounded quantity because of the uniform estimates for p$ and uzT 
(Section 6) and the hypotheses made concerning the coefficients (Section 4). 
Using this expression in (8.4)- gives 
qy;l - q; + Ojh’ 
( 
qy+“+l,j q;) + B’bJq;;j+l - q;,&) + kc;q; 
= G; + kh’.Zj,K&,q;, (8.6)- 
for l<i<I--1, -J<j<O, n>O, 
where 
GE=-8- 
i+1 
A; - ku;Jz-‘(c; - c&J 
+ kh-l(g; - g&) + kh-lh’Z;,(Ki”,, - K&J u;~,~, . 
(Recall our convention under which any expression containing bi,-r as a 
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factor is to be replaced by zero.) By our assumptions as to Lipschitz continuity 
(Section 4), a constant G exists such that 
(i + 1)h 1 GE / < kG for 1 < i <I - 1, -J <j < 0, n > 0. (8.7)- 
We shall now obtain equations for 4; with 1 < j < J, to this end 
subtracting equations of (4.4)+ f or consecutive values of i. Instead of using 
(8.5) , we here rewrite the expression 
qbp(u;++l - z$$) - bi-l,jh-yu,“_:tj - u;dyj-l)], 
which occurs again, as 
e’biel,Jq;~ - q;;$) - ; b&f’ 
and substitute for b&+r from (4.4)+ in the form 
pc + jh’q$ + b&t1 + c;~u;~ = g$ + S; 
l<i<l, l<j<J, n30. 
In this way, we obtain 
Qij n+l - q; + c9jh’ (q; - q;el,j + i q;) + B’b,&q~+l - q,“,:J1) + kc$qG 
= G; + kh’Zj,K;j,q;, , Gw+ 
where 
G; = -;(p:: +c;u;j -g; -SE) 
+ k[-u~-l,jh-‘(C~~ - cy-l,j> +h-‘&G -g,“_,,j)l 
+ kh-lh’Zj,(K$ - K;-,,,,) u&, , 
2,(i,(I, l<j</, n>O. 
Under our assumptions, 
ihlG;I <KG for 2 < i < 1, 1 <j < J, n > 0 (8.7)+ 
if G is made sufficiently large. 
We now change variables, introducing 
Qz = 2ihq$ for 1 < i <I, -J < j < 0, 12 > 0, 
= (i + 1) hq: for 1 < i < I, 1 < j < 1, n > 0. 
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This change of variables is useful, first, because 
and 
Qy+l,i - Q; = 2(i + l)h [pRl,i - 4; + &q;] 
for l<i<l--1, -J<jjO, n>O, (8.8)- 
Secondly, 
and 
2ih(q; - q&-J = Q$ - Q$-, 
for l<i<I, 1-J<j<O, n>O, 
(i + 1) h(qE - qF,j-l> = Q; - Qr,,-l 
for 1 < i < I, 2 < j < J, n >, 0, 
(8.9)- 
(8.9)+ 
(i + 1) h(qrl - 4~~) = Q; - TQyo 
for 1 ,< i <I, n 3 0. (8.9)0 
The form particularly of (8.9), is crucial in the estimation process below. 
Let us now make the indicated change of variables in Eqs. (8.6) 
Multiplying Eqs. (8.6)- by 2ih, multiplying Eqs. (8.6)+ by (i + 1) h, 
substituting for the q’s, using (8.8) and (8.9), and solving for Qz+:’ give us 
equivalent relations. With 
K&,’ = K&, for -J<i <O 
-J<j’<O I I Or 
1G.j <J 
1 < j’ < J I 
= 2i K&, -J<i GO 
i+l 
for 
t 1 <j’<J I 
= + Kzj, for l<j<J 
I -J<j’<O’ 
we write these results as follows: 
(1 + e’bij) Q;+ = (1 + ejh’ (&) - kcz) 8: - ejh’ (&-) QF+l,j 
+ vbiiQ;;:l + kh’Zj,K;j,‘Q;, + 2ihG,“, 
for 1 < i <I - 1, -J < j < 0, n Z 0, @lo)- 
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(1 + ~9’b,-i,~) Q;+“j” = (1 - 0jh’ (y) - kcTj) Q; + 8jh’ (-+-) QF-~,~ 
and 
+ B'bi-l,,Q;;Jl + kk'zZj,K&,'Q,, + (i + 1) hG$. 
for 2 < i < I, 2 < j < J, n > 0, (8.10), 
+ ~‘b,-~,~) Qy;“:’ = (1 - 0h’ (F) - ks;) Q& + 8h’ (w) Qy-,,, 
+ 8’b,-l,l (T) Q$+' 
+ kh’z~~,K&‘Q;, + (i + 1) hG;i 
for 2 < i < I, n > 0. @Wo 
We now make several remarks preparatory to estimating the Q’s First, 
assumption (8.1) ensures that the coefficient of QE on the right side of each 
one of Eqs. (8.10) is nonnegative. Secondly, 
Thirdly, we recall estimates (8.7). Finally, bounds exist for 
QF, l<i<J, O<nk<T-k, 
(8.11) 
Qi?, -J < j < 0, O<nk,<T-k, 
which are the only Qg+” occurring in the right but not the left member of 
one of the Eqs. (8.10). In fact, 
and 
/ QF~ / = 2h 1 qyj / = 2 1 ul”i - uij / 
=S 4WT) for 0 < nk < T, 
1 Q;“i 1 = 2Ik 1 u; - z& 1 h-l 
< 2XeCoT max (#r , b/w) for -J<j<O 
by (7.2) and (4.2). 
From these remarks and Eqs. (8.10), we can now estimate the Q’s. Define 
8,’ =maxIQ:jI, 
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the maximum being taken for all indices i and j such that 
l<i<I-1, -J<j<O 
or 
2<i<I, l<i<J. 
Also define 
Qn = max(Q,‘, 4M( T), 2X.@ max(& ,6/w)). 
By the previous remarks, 
I QL I < Qn 
for 0 < nk < T and all possible values of i and j; in addition, the coefficients 
(possibly excluding the K$‘) in the right members of Eqs. (8.10) are 
nonnegative. From (8.10)- and (8.7)- we thus have, in particular, 
and 
I QZ I < [l + k(co + %,)I Qn + %G 
for 1 GiGI- (8.12)-J 
(1 + e'bij) lQ~~'"I < [l + &, + %)lQn + e'bQn+x + 2~ 
for 1 < i < I - 1, 1 - J < j < 0. (8.12)- 
From (8.10)+ and (8.7)+ we have 
(1 + fh-1.J IQ?'I d 11 + k(c, + 2k,)lQ, + e'L-l.jQn+l' + 2~3 
for 2 < i < I, 2 <j < J, (8.12)+ 
and from (8.10), , 
(1 + ‘%-1.1) IQi”:l I d [l + k(c, + WJI Q,z + yL.lQn+; + XG 
for 2 < i <I. (8.12)s 
From these inequalities we have 
Q n+l' < Cl + % + WI Qn + 2kG. (8.13) 
To deduce this, let i,, , j,, denote values of i and j, respectively, for which 
the quantities 1 Qz+“j”’ / occurring in the left members of inequalities (8.12) 
attain their maximum. Then 
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If j,, = -J, we have (8.13) f rom (8.12)-J. If 1 - J < j, < 0, inequality. 
(8.12)- implies that 
(1 + WoiJ Qn+l’ 6 P + Kc, + %)I Qn + W,i,Qn+~’ + 2kG, 
which implies (8.13). If 2 < j,, < J, we obtain (8.13) similarly by substitution 
into (8.12)+ and, if j,, = 1, by substitution into (8.12)s. Inequality (8.13) 
therefore holds in every case, as asserted. 
Inequality (8.13) implies 
Qn+l < P + % + 2~,)1 Q,, + 2kG. (8.14) 
In fact, 4&!(T) and 2XecoT max(+, , b/ w are by definition not greater than ) 
Qn and hence are not greater than the right member of (8.14). As (8.13) 
shows, Q%+r also is not greater than the right member of (8.14). Hence, 
the maximum of these three quantities, namely Qn+i , is not greater than 
the right member of (8.14), as asserted. 
Inequality (8.14) implies through mathematical induction that 
Qn G Qd + WC, + 2W” + co y2ko {[I + qc, + 2441” - 1) 
< Qoe(%+%)nk + 2G 
cl) + 2k, 
{&+2ko)nT _ l}. 
This gives a uniform bound for Qi”j , justifying inequality (8.2). 
Inequalities (8.2), (6.2), and (6.3) give us bounds under the stated 
conditions for 
A corresponding bound for 
(1 - jW) / uz - U$-i J/h 
results from these on considering Eqs. (4.4) multiplied by ih/k. Thereby, 
inequality (8.3) is established. 
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